Down a dark alleyway there lived a small creature named Roy.

"more?"

Why are you getting rid of all this stuff, anyways?

Well, my daughter is moving out and didn’t have anywhere for her old toys and stuff. I’ve got nowhere to put ‘em, so I’m throwing it all out.

Roy was naturally curious...

...And could not resist investigating the trash that the humans had left.
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Several minutes later...
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The bear seemed safe enough.
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Roy had discovered a friend.
As the days went by, Roy became very attached to his new companion. He had never had a real friend before, and the bear kept him company, even in the empty house.

He let no one come near his dear friend. Not even the house cat.
He was the happiest he had been in a long time.

Until one night...
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The next day...
His Friend was gone...

and searched...

But his friend was nowhere to be found.

Perhaps his new friend didn't like him anymore and had left.

And then he saw it...

A trail of stuffing, leading out of the alleyway.

He followed the trail down many unfamiliar streets.

And after what seemed like hours of searching...
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